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From self reliance close reader answers

A lesson sponsored by the consultant: Charles Capper, Professor of History, Boston University; FellowCopyright National Human Human Center, 2014 Content Lesson in Self-Reliance Emerson defines individualism as a deep and inexorable trust in one's own atomisms. Adopting this view of
individualism, he argues, can revolutionize society, not through a sweeping mass movement, but through the transformation of one life at a time and through the creation of leaders capable of greatness. Portrait of Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1878 Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance, 1841. Essay text type,
nonfiction. String consists of text 11-CCR. For more information about text complexity, see these resources achievethecore.org. In the Text Analysis section, Level 2 vocabulary words are defined in toast notifications, and Level 3 words are explained in brackets. Click here for standards and qualifications
for this lesson. The teacher's self-reliance comment is central to understanding Emerson's thought, but it can be difficult to teach because of her vocabulary and sentence structure. This lesson offers an in-depth investigation of the article. The text analysis focuses on Emerson's definition of not
individualism, his society's analysis, and how he believes that a version of him not individualism can change — indeed, save American society. The first interactive exercise addresses vocabulary challenges. The other, well suited to small personal or group work, presents some of his more famous sayings
as tweets by Der Ralph, a 19th-century self-help guru, asking students to interpret and paraphrase them. The third invites students to consider whether they will embrace Dr. Ralph's vision of life. It examines Paragraph 7, the most developed article and the only stretch that Shows Emerson interacting with
other people to a significant degree. The exercise is designed to raise questions about the implications of amroonic self-reliance on a person's relationship with others, including family, friends, and wider society. The passage illustrates critic Louis Menend's claim, cited in the background note, that
Emerson's essays, though usually taken as a statement, are very unsolute. This lesson is divided into two parts, both accessible below. The teacher's guide includes a background note, text analysis with responses to up-close reading questions, access to interactive exercises, and continued inhalation.
The student version, an interactive worksheet that can be e-mailed, contains all of the above except the responses to the upcoming reading questions. Teacher's Guide (continues below) Analyzing note text in the background and close reading questions with answer key interactive exercises task
continued assignment student version (click to open) interactive PDF background note text And close reading questions and interactive background exercises and background questions what kind of text are we dealing with? What audience did he mean? What purpose was it written for? When was it
written? What happened at the time of writing that might have affected his composition? Ralph Waldo Emerson died in 1882, but he's still very much with us. When you hear people claiming not their individualism, maybe rejecting help from the government or anyone else, you hear Emerson's voice. When
you hear a self-help guru on TV telling people that if they change their way of thinking, they'll change reality, you hear Emerson's voice. He is america's messenger of individualism, champion of our minds over matter, and he set the core of his thinking in his essay Self-Reliance (1841). While they affect us
today, Emerson's ideas grew out of a specific time and place, which spawned a philosophical movement called Transcendentalism. Self-reliance assertions a central belief in this philosophy: truth lies in our spontaneous and involuntary atonations. We don't have the space here to fully explain
transdentalism, but we can sketch out some of its basic beliefs, a little bit of its historical context, and the way self-reliance relates to it. In the 1930s, many in New England, especially the young, felt that religion inherited from their puritanical ancestors had become cold and unethical. In their opinion, he is
dispassionate and has failed to cultivate the sense of connection to the gods who sought religion. To them, the Church seemed to dissociation from heaven and solved them on the material world, which under the observations, measurements and observations of science seemed less and less likely to
ensure a divine presence in the world. Taking aim at ancient Greek philosophy and European thinking, a small group of New England intellectuals embraced the idea that men and women didn't need churches to connect with divinity and that nature, far from being without spiritual significance, was, in fact,
an area of symbols that pointed to divine truths. According to these preachers and writers, we can tap into divinity and understand these symbols — that is, transcend or transcend the material world — simply by accepting our intuitions about God, nature, and experience. These insights, they claim, did
not require external verification; The fact that they flashed the brain proved them true. Holding those beliefs requires tremendous self-confidence, of course, and that's where Emerson and self-reliance come into play. He claims that we have an Aboriginal self, myself first, or on the ground floor beyond
which there is no other. In self-reliance he defines it in mystical terms as the profound force through which we share Where things exist. This is the fountain of action and thought, the source of our spontaneous intuitions. This self defines not a certain individual identity but a universal human identity.
When our insights arise from it, they apply not only to us but to all mankind. That's why we can be sure that what's right in our private hearts is, as emerson charges, true for all human beings. But how can we know if our antoisms are coming from Aboriginal superpowers and are true, then, true? We can't.
Emerson says we owe the self-confidence to believe they do and follow them like they do. If they are true, eventually everyone will accept them, and they will be absorbed back to us as the universal sense. Ralph Waldo Emerson's Degrotype until the rest of the world accepts our beliefs, however, we will
be out of step; We're not going to be unconventional. Emerson tells us not to worry. The object of self-reliance is resistance to conformity. Indeed, discrepancy is a sign of strength: who would be a man, he writes, must be unconventional. In a sense, self-reliance can be seen as a pep talk designed to
strengthen our determination to meet the company's efforts to make us adapt. Nothing, Emerson Thunder, is finally sacred but the integrity of your mind. It's radical individualism. While self-reliance deals extensively with theological issues, we cannot ignore its political significance. He appeared in 1841,
just four years after President Andrew Jackson left office. In the 1828 election, Jackson formed an alliance between the forests and farmers of the western border and the workers of the eastern cities. (See America in ® democracy expansion rate during the Jacksonian era.) Emerson opposed Jackson on
specific policies, most notably their defense of slavery and their support for expelling Native Americans from their territories. But he also opposed them on a broader basis. Many people like Emerson, who despite his unformist thinking still hold the many political views of the old New England elite whose
power he has emerged, feared the rise of the Jacksonian electorate would turn American democracy into mob rule. In fact, at some point in self-reliance he now announces we are a mob. When you see the word mob here, don't imagine a large, intimidation crowd. Instead, think of what we call today a



mass society, a society whose culture and politics are shaped not by the tastes and opinions of a narrow little elite, but by those of a broad and diverse population. Emerson opposed mass party politics because it was based on nothing more than numbers and majority rule, and he was hostile to mass
culture because it was based on manufactured entertainment. Both, he believed, distracted real people Of spiritual health and social justice. Like some critics today, he believed that mass society breeds intellectual mediocrity and conformity. He argued that it produces soft and weak men and women,
more likely to whine and whimper than to embrace great challenges. Emerson took as his mission the task of lifting people out of the bloc and turning them into strong, powerful people who can handle life with confidence. While he ruled out the possibility of such ascension to all Americans, he knew not
everyone would respond. He promised those who did achieve greatness and would become mentors, redeemers and donors whose personal changes and leadership would forced democracy. Therefore, if self-reliance is a pep talk that supports unconventional people, it is also a guide to how to live for
those seeking to be individuals in a mass society. Describing self-reliance as a pep talk and guide re-enforces the way most people read the article, as a work of statement and uplift, and it has many positive and uplifting things. However, careful reading also reveals a darker side to Emerson's self-
reliance. His uncompromising embrace of discrepancy and intellectual integrity can inspire cool arrogance, lack of compassion and solitary isolation. That's why one critic called Emerson's work very inconsolable. 1 In this lesson we explore this side of Emerson along with his refreshing optimism. A word
about our presentation. Because readers can take self-reliance as a residential advice guide and because Emerson was above all a teacher, we found it fascinating to cast him not as Ralph Waldo Emerson, a 19th-century philosopher, but as Dr. Ralph, a 21st-century self-help guru. Eventually we ask if
you will adopt his approach to life and sign up for his tweets. *Teacher's Note: For a more detailed discussion of the Aboriginal self, see pp. 65-67 in Lawrence Buell's Emerson. 1. Louis Menand, The Metaphysical Club (New York; Farrer, Strauss and Jiro, 2001) p. 18.↩ Text Analysis Paragraph 1 What is
important in the verses written by the painter in sentence 1? They were original and unconventional. From evidence in this paragraph, why do you think Emerson says original? He defines originality in sentence 6 when he says we value the work of Moses, Plato and Milton because they said not what
others thought, but what they thought. In sentences 2 and 3, how does Emerson suggest we read original work? He suggests we read it with our souls. We need to respond more to the work sentiment rather than its explicit content. In telling us how to read the original work, what do you think Emerson
tells us about reading his work? In sentences 2 and 3, Emerson tells us how to read self-reliance and his. In general. We need to take more care of his emotion, his emotional impact, not the thought he might contain. The reason for this advice will be revealed when we discover that Emerson's essays are
more collections of inspiring and emotionally charged sentences than rational arguments. How does Emerson define genius? He defines it as the surest possession of faith that what's right about you is true for all people. Given this definition of genius, what does Emerson mean when he says the most in
due time becomes the most out of the way? Because the private or harshest truth we discover in our hearts is true for all men and women, it will eventually come back to us, which has been declared, as truth comes out through or as a public truth. Why, according to Emerson, do we appreciate Moses,
Plato and Milton? We appreciate them because they ignored the wisdom of the past (books and traditions) and didn't speak what others thought but what they thought, the most hidden truth they discovered in their hearts. They're great because they've changed their greatest truth to the truth more than.
So far Emerson said we should look for the truth by looking into our hearts and that we, like great thinkers like Moses, Plato, and Milton, should ignore what we find in books and learn the past. What implications does his advice for education have? It diminishes the importance of education and suggests
that formal education may actually come down to our search for knowledge and truth. So why should we bother studying great artwork or even self-reliance for that matter? Because great artwork teaches us to obey our spontaneous impression. And that, of course, is exactly what self-reliance does. Both
they and this article reassure us that our soothing beliefs are indeed universal sense. They reinforce our ability to maintain our individualism in the face of all the cry of voices opposed to us on the other side. Based on your reading of Paragraph 1, how does Emerson define individualism? Support your
answer with reference to specific sentences. Emerson defines individualism as a deep and indehabitable trust in one's own iterations. Almost every sentence from 4 to 11 can be cited as support. [1] I read a few days ago some verses written by a famous painter that were original and unconventional. [2]
The soul always hears a resurrection in such lines, let the subject be what it can be. [3] The sentiment they persias is more valuable than any thought they might contain. Believing in your mind, believing that what's right for you in your private heart is true for all men is brilliant. [5] Speak your hidden faith,
and that will be the universal feeling; In time becomes the most pent-up, and our first thought is processed back We're in the trumpets of the last verdict. [6] Recognized as the voice of the mind is for everyone, the highest talent we attribute to Moses, Plato, and Milton is, they set in books and playful
traditions, and spoke not what men but what they thought. [7] One must learn to recognize and watch the sequin of light flashing on his mind from within, more than the brilliance of the solidity of flaps and sages. [8] However, he unannouncedly dismisses his thoughts, because it is his own. In every work
of genius we recognize our rejected thoughts: they return to us with a certain estranged majesty. [9] Great artwork doesn't affect us any more than that. [10] They teach us to obey our spontaneous impression with inflexibility in good humour and then most [especially] when all the cry of voices is on the
other side. [11] Otherwise [otherwise], tomorrow a stranger will say in the masterpiece exactly what we thought and felt all the time, and we will be forced to shamefully take our minds away from another person. Activity: Dr. Ralph's tweets decipher Emerson's adage. Note: Every good self-help guru offers
advice on how to deal with failure, and in paragraph 35 Dr. Ralph does so by describing his ideal of a self-dependent young man. Here we see Dr. Ralph perhaps his most positive, telling his followers what self-reliance can do for them. Before doing so, however, he offers, in paragraph 34, his diagnosis of
American society in 1841. The example of his recession guy in paragraph 35 suggests what self-reliance can do for society, an issue he picks up in paragraph 36. What, according to Emerson, is wrong with America's social situation in 1841? Americans have become weak, shy and frightened, an
indication of her real problem: she is no longer able to produce big, complementing people. Given the political context in which he wrote self-reliance, why would Emerson think American society is no longer capable of producing great, complete people? In Emerson's view, by giving power to mobs,
Jackson democracy weakened American culture and gave social and personal mediocrity. What is Emerson's solution to America's problem, and how does that solution illuminate what he's trying to do with self-reliance? His solution is to create men and women to resip our lives and social situation, and
that's the purpose of his connection. [1] It seems that man's sin and heart are drawn out, and we become despairing and despairing sobs. [2] We are afraid of the truth, afraid of luck, afraid of death and afraid of each other. [3] Our age does not yield large, paying people. [4] We want men and women to
renovate our lives and social situation, but we see that most natures are insolvency, cannot satisfy their needs, have ambition of all For their practical power [to aim for goals they can't achieve], and to beg day and night continually.... [5] We are the soldiers of the reeling. [6] We avoid the rugged battle of
fate in which power was born. What does Emerson mean by abortion? What clues does the relationship help us discover this meaning? This is where abortion means failing. We can see that by understanding the parallel structure of the first two sentences. Emerson parallels abortion and fails by placing
them in the same position in the first two sentences: If our young people have an abortion... If the young trader fails,... What does the young people who are down and the young traders who fail in paragraph 35 have to do with the despondent and despondent whebbers of Article 34? They're the same.
The young failures illustrate emerson's point in the previous paragraph about the weakness of America and its citizens. According to Emerson, how does a self-depending person react to failure? He despairs and is weak. He loses his heart and feels devastated. He falls for self-pity and complains for
years. Emerson understands this paragraph as a comparison between a city doll and a strapping guy. With reference to section 34, what does the Hean guy stand for? It represents the kind of person Emerson wants to create, the kind of people who will renovate America's life and social state. What are
the connotations of a city doll? The term suggests weakness with a hint of efficacy. Compare a city doll to a sturdy guy. Puppet City: Defeated by failure, Urban, narrows its possibilities by studying for the profession, studying numbers, rejecting life, insecurity and self-confidence. Sturdy guy: flexible,
rustic, at least an expert in rural skills, teams it, experiences it, understands that he has many options and exploits them, learns from experience, deals with life, has confidence, trusts himself. What point does Emerson make in this comparison? This is where Emerson actually tries to persuade his readers
to adopt his version of self-reliance. His comparison casts the guy sturdy in a positive light. We want to be like him, not like a city doll. Emerson suggests that using the kind of men and women modeled by the strapping, self-reliance guy will save American life and society from weakness, despair, defeat
and restore its capacity for greatness. What have you noticed about the progress of the works Emerson assigns to his strapping guy? They rise in wealth, prestige, and immediately influence a pedestal for a congressman. We've seen that Emerson hopes to rally above the mafia people who themselves
will be great and complementary people and restore America's ability to produce such people. What the progress of jobs he assigns to a sturdy guy offers on Roles these people will play in American society? As ministers, preachers, editors, congressmen and landowners, they will be the leaders and
opinion makers of American society. [1] If our young people dropped their first initiatives, they lose all heart. If the young dealer fails, people say he's devastated. [2] If the best geniuses attend one of our colleges, and it is not installed in an office within a year afterwards in the cities or suburbs of Boston or
New York, it seems to his friends and himself that he is right to be discouraged, and in complaints about the rest of his life. [3] A strapping guy from New Hampshire or Vermont, who in turn tries out all the professions, who teams it up, process it, peddler, school guard, preacher, newspaper editor, goes to
Congress, buys a town, * and so on, in consecutive years, and always, like a cat, falls to his feet, worth a hundred of these city dolls. [4] He goes even further with his days, and feels no shame in not learning a profession, since he does not reject his life, but already lives. He doesn't have a single chance,
but 100 opportunities. Emerson's not saying the yin guy's going to buy a city. He probably means he'll buy a large uninhabited plot of land (Restaurants in New England were 10 square miles). The point here is that he will become a significant landowner. Why does Emerson think greater self-reliance must
revolutionize all men's offices and relationships? On one level Emerson suggests that when people become dependent on themselves, their new power will bring fresh strength and resilience to everything from their work to their family life. When people change, institutions change. On another level, he
suggests that like leaders in American society, the new self-dependencies will bring about social change. [1] It is easy to see that greater self-reliance must revolutionize all people's offices and relationships; in their religion; in their education; in their pursuits; their life situations; their association; in their
property; In their speculative opinions. A follow-up mission in a well-organized article explaining what society would be like if everyone embraced Emerson's idea of self-reliance. Your analysis should focus on Emerson's attitudes toward law, family and education. Be sure to use specific examples from the
text to support your argument. Pop-up Vocabulary Starving: Subtle and Covertly Friendly Review: Hidden: The Lightning Ignored: Solid Clarity: Smart Poets: Estranged Wise Men and Women: Made Unfamiliar by Being Separated From Another: Other Tendons: Timorous Connective Tissues: Shy
Despair: Discouraging Remodeling: Changing Abortion: Failing Situations: Speculative Styles: Theoretical Images: Portrait of Ralph Waldo Emerson Engraved The End, Newtonville, Massachusetts, United States , From an original painting by Samuel W. Rowes [1858 to 1858] with the permission of
Charles Eliot Norton. Courtesy of library of Congress, Prints &amp; Photographs Department, LC-DIG-pga-04133. Ralph Waldo Emerson's degerotype, 4 x 5 negative black and white, creates unknown. Courtesy of Yale American Literature Collection, Bink Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale
University, New Haven, Connecticut. Connecticut.
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